The Horn Speaker is part of our cutting edge Public Address System for applications requiring outdoor speakers or directionally enhanced indoor coverage. Our IP-PoE technology allows for features such as: bell scheduling, pre recorded messages, zoning and live voice.

Features:
- Environment-Resistant Loudspeaker
- High-Intelligibility Voice and Signal Transmission
- High-Efficiency Compression Drivers for Sound Projection
- Normal Impedance 8 Ohms
- Works in Conjunction with AMP Receiver

Part Numbers:

**IP-PoE Speaker Horn**
Part # 103007H

**AMP Receiver**
Part # 102020-AMP

Speaker Horn is wired to the AMP Receiver which must be located inside the building and connected to the network.

Horn Speaker Requires:
AMP Receiver and Universal or Speaker Server Module
Horn Speaker (IP-PoE) Specifications

- Designed for Large Areas
- Power Rating 20 Watts RMS
- Frequency Response 400 – 5,000 Hz (Nominal)
- Color: Grey
- Mounting Bracket & Hardware Included
- 5.43 lbs (2.4kgs)
- 70 Volt Transformer Tapping @ 20/10/5
- 95 dB @ 1 meter

Dimensions: 8-¾” H x 7-1/8” W x 9-5/16” D
(22.225cm H x 18.1cm W x 23.65cm D)

Note: 16 gauge wire recommended for up to 120’ feet of distance from AMP to horn speaker.